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EYELID CONDITIONING IN MICE REVEALS AN INTERACTION 
BETWEEN STRESS AND FAMILIAL ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE 
 
Cheasequah J. Blevins, Ph.D. 
The University of Texas at Austin, 2019 
Supervisor:  Boris V. Zemelman 
 
Detailed behavioral analysis can provide valuable information on the underlying 
neural machinery supporting learning. An associative learning model called eyelid 
conditioning is often used to study mechanisms and modulatory processes governing 
cerebellar motor learning. Here, I implemented this task in head-fixed mice, then probed 
learning in two mouse models of Alzheimer Disease. Triple-transgenic (3xTg) animals 
expressing mutant Amyloid Precursor Protein, Presenilin-1 (PS1) and tau proteins were 
conditioned at ages ranging from 3-16 months. Mutants displayed more rapid learning 
compared to controls at all ages tested. Additionally, 3xTg mice produced greater 
acoustic startle. Both behavioral phenotypes are consistent with heightened stress 
response. On the other hand, mice harboring a single knock-in PS1 mutation aged ~16 
months learned the task poorly compared to littermate controls. Enhanced conditioning 
was observed in aged PS1 knock-in mice only after prolonged social isolation stress. 
Together, these support the existence of two distinct phenotypes in mutant mice: one that 
is related to heightened stress response, perhaps resulting from mutant transgene 
 viii 
overexpression (3xTg model), and one that is related to learning impairment, seen in the 
PS1 model.  
Separately, I compared the effects of chronic and acute stress on conditioning in 
wild-type mice. Both chronic social isolation and acute shock enhanced learning, but with 
distinct characteristics. Isolation increased the rate of learning while shock did not; shock 
altered the timing of the motor response while isolation did not. To assess cerebellum-
intrinsic phenotypes due to chronic stress, I replaced the peripheral CS with in vivo 
electrical stimulation of mossy fibers that supply CS information to the cerebellum. This 
experiment sought to distinguish cerebellum-intrinsic vs. extrinsic mechanisms driving 
rapid learning. I found that isolation-induced differences in learning rate disappeared 
when using a mossy fiber CS. This indicates that rapid learning observed after isolation is 
driven by inputs arriving via mossy fibers. Unexpectedly, stressed animals conditioned 
with stimulation displayed altered response timing, with longer latency to onset than 
controls. This result suggests that the cerebellum may adapt to long-term changes in input 
strength and thus offers a clue to why acute stress alters the motor response, but chronic 
stress does not. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1.1 EYELID CONDITIONING AS A MODEL OF ASSOCIATIVE LEARNING   
Classical conditioning has been used widely to model and study the associative learning 
process. Specifically, eyelid conditioning serves as a basic example of the “engram,” the network 
of cells that hold a specific memory (Thompson, 2005). Extensive work during the 1970s – 
2000s identified the cerebellum as the essential neuronal structure comprising the engram for 
eyelid conditioning, while regions such as the prefrontal cortex and amygdala were found to 
exert strong influence on the development and performance of this learned behavior under sub-
optimal cue conditions. 
Advances in mouse genetics have motivated an interest in expanding these foundational 
findings to include mechanistic studies of learning and memory at the genetic and biochemical 
level (Wang et al, 2017; Ezra-Nevo et al, 2018a). Due to the strong influence of structures 
associated with emotionality and cognition, eyelid conditioning has been used to examine and 
define functional abnormalities in humans with brain disorders and diseases such as autism 
(Sears et al, 1994; Welsh et al 2016), Alzheimer’s Disease (Woodruff-Pak et al., 1990), post-
traumatic stress disorder (Burriss et al., 2007; Myers et al., 2012) and schizophrenia (Forsythe et 
al., 2012), as well as in animal models of these brain disorders and diseases (Koekkoek et al, 
2005; Justice et al., 2015). The purpose of this dissertation is to use these foundational ideas as a 
platform on which to dissect the behavioral phenotypes in two mouse models of Alzheimer’s 
Disease, one expressing multiple familial mutations (3xTg) and one having only one mutation 
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(PS1). By testing both the 3xTg (which expresses three mutations, including PS1) to a mouse 
model harboring only a PS1 mutation, the contribution of the PS1 mutation to changes in 
learning and memory can be isolated. 
Procedure 
Eyelid conditioning is a multi-trial, incremental associative learning paradigm wherein a 
cue of neutral valence that does not elicit a behavioral response, usually a light or a tone, is 
paired in tight temporal succession with an eyeblink-eliciting unconditioned stimulus (US), such 
as a corneal air-puff or direct electrical stimulation of the orbicularis oculi muscle. After many 
trials, the animal learns to make a conditioned response (CR) eyelid closure to the previously 
neutral conditioned stimulus (CS). The temporal succession of the two cues, known as inter-
stimulus interval (ISI), and the intensity of both the CS and US dictate the difficulty of the task.  
Temporal properties of the CR reflect CS-intensity and cerebellar computations 
Unlike a simple reflex, the CR displays temporal characteristics that match the temporal 
succession of the CS and US (Figure 1.1C-D). Response timing is an important aspect of 
cerebellar learning that is primarily accomplished by the cerebellar cortex (Garcia & Mauk, 
1998; Kalmbach et al., 2010) and is a hallmark of cerebellar learning. Response timing can also 
be affected by the intensity of the CS input to the cerebellum, making it an important measure 
when investigating the influence of extracerebellar structures on eyelid conditioning as will be 
done in this dissertation.  
 
   
 





Figure 1.1: Behavioral Properties of Eyelid Conditioning. 
A.  Configuration of cue presentation for delay and trace conditioning. B. Example data 
capturing learning dynamics across behavioral sessions. Each line represents eyelid position for a 
single trial. C-D. Cerebellar motor learning displays adaptive timing. C. Single trials (light lines) 
and heavy lines (average) are plotted for two animals trained at different ISIs.  D. Response onset 
(timing) is plotted against training ISI for animals trained at different ISIs. Each datapoint 
represents average CR timing per animal.  
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1.2 NEURAL CIRCUITRY SUPPORTING EYELID CONDITIONING  
CS Pathway  
Figure 1.2 depicts the relevant neural circuitry for eyelid conditioning. Information about 
the CS is processed both cortically (Siegel et al, 2015) and sub-cortically (Halverson et al., 2010) 
and then transmitted to the cerebellum though a large white matter tract known as the mossy 
fibers. The mossy fibers branch upon entering the cerebellum. One branch is sent to innervate 
granule cells and interneurons in the cerebellar cortex and the other is sent to the deep cerebellar 
nuclei. Most mossy fibers arise in the pons, a brainstem structure that receives a broad sampling 
of sensory information from the cortex. Also entering the cerebellum via the mossy fibers are 
brainstem sources of afferents from the locus coeruleus, raphe nuclei, vestibular nuclei and other 
sensorimotor nuclei throughout the reticular formation (Errico & Barmack, 1993; Bishop GA, 
1998; Kimoto et al., 1981). Although the function of these mossy fiber inputs is poorly 
understood in the context of cerebellar motor learning, they may be involved in CS cue 
modulation due to extensive expression of neuropeptides such as norepinephrine (locus 
coeruleus) and corticotropin-releasing factor (raphe nuclei, vestibular nuclei and various 
sensorimotor nuclei) (Errico & Barmack, 1993; Bishop GA, 1998; Pomrenze et al., 2015). 
US Pathway  
Information about the US enters the brain by way of the cornea (in the case of air-puff 
US) and relays this information to the trigeminal nerve, which in turn relays information to the 
inferior olive (IO). The inferior olive is a brainstem nucleus composed of small, electrically 
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coupled neurons that send their sole output as climbing fibers to the cerebellum. Similar to the 
mossy fibers, climbing fibers enter the cerebellum and branch, sending one branch to the deep 
cerebellar nuclei (DCN) while the other branch sends fibers that synapse extensively onto the 
dendritic tree of only one Purkinje cell in the cerebellar cortex. Through complex cerebellar 
plasticity triggered by paired CS-US presentation, the inhibitory Purkinje cells acquire a learned 
pause in their tonic firing, momentarily disinhibiting cerebellar output neurons in the DCN. 
Output neurons from the DCN project to premotor areas in the brainstem, ultimately resulting in 
a learned eyelid movement with temporal characteristics reflecting the ISI used in training. 
   
 




Figure 1.2: Neural circuitry important for eyelid conditioning 
Inhibitory connection (Purkinje cell to DCN) indicated by filled circle at axon terminal, and 
excitatory connections indicated by triangles. A neutral conditioned stimulus (CS, depicted as a 
blue light) is paired hundreds of times with a blink-evoking unconditioned stimulus (US, corneal 
air-puff). CS information processed in the forebrain, including the hippocampus and prefrontal 
cortex, enters the cerebellum by way of the mossy fibers originating primarily in the basilar 
pontine nucleus, but also in other brainstem nuclei. Amygdala exerts modulatory influence on 
CS information entering the cerebellum, likely through direct projection from the central 
amygdala to the basilar pontine nucleus. US information arrives to the cerebellum by climbing 
fibers originating in the inferior olive. CS-US information converge in the cerebellar cortex and 
deep cerebellar nuclei, the two essential sites of plasticity for eyelid conditioning, and signals 
dictating the learned eyelid movement leave the cerebellum from DCN efferent projections to 
premotor areas. 
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1.3. FOREBRAIN INVOLVEMENT IN EYELID CONDITIONING  
 Because the essential circuitry for eyelid conditioning is in the cerebellum, it has proven 
to be an invaluable tool for probing mechanisms of cerebellar motor learning. At its most basic 
level, eyelid conditioning engages the cerebellum directly through CS and US inputs from the 
mossy and climbing fiber afferents, respectively, as described in Figure 1.2. Indeed, direct 
electrical stimulation of the mossy fibers that overlaps in time with direct simulation of the 
inferior olive is sufficient to induce a learned eyelid response (Mauk et al., 1986; Steinmetz et 
al., 1989).  
However, under sub-optimal conditions—when CS cue intensity is weak (weak-CS 
conditioning) or when the CS and US are separated by a temporal gap (trace conditioning), 
subjects have a hard time learning. Both types of conditioning require more trials to learn and 
produce fewer CRs at asymptotic performance than delay conditioning with strong conditioning 
stimuli.  Successful learning in these cases requires forebrain structures including the mPFC and 
the amygdala, as lesions to either of these structures prevents or dramatically slows learning 
under sub-optimal cue conditions. 
Amygdala potentiates CS-evoked responses in the cerebellum 
Infusions of the GABAA agonist muscimol into the central amygdala (CeA) during eyelid 
conditioning prevents acquisition (Farley et al., 2016) and expression (Siegel et al., 2015) of the 
conditioned response. Unit recordings in the DCN, the structure that drives learned motor 
responses, showed greatly reduced CS-evoked activity during CeA inactivation (Farley et al., 
2016). Further, enhanced conditioning is observed when amygdala excitability is increased by 
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stress (Shors et al., 1992, Weiss et al., 2005). Together, these studies show that the amygdala is 
important for the acquisition and expression of eyelid conditioning in rodents, likely through its 
function in strengthening CS-related signals arriving to the cerebellum (Fig. 1.2).  
mPFC is required for trace eyelid conditioning 
Trace conditioning requires sensory-driven input from the PFC (Kalmbach et al., 2009; 
Siegel et al., 2015), thalamus (Halverson et al., 2010), and (in rodents at least) the amygdala 
(Blackenship et al., 2005; Siegel et al., 2015, Farley et al., 2016). These CS-evoked signals arrive 
to the cerebellum through converging projections to the pons, as in Fig. 1.2 (Kalmbach et al., 
2009; Siegel et al., 2015). Due to the strong modulatory influence of forebrain structures, trace 
conditioning has been used widely as a systems-level model of higher-order learning, invoking 
concepts such as working memory (Kalmbach et al., 2009) and awareness (Manns et al., 2000). 
Learning likely reflects integration of all forebrain inputs 
One possibility is that there are at least two mechanisms by which the forebrain assists in 
cerebellar motor learning. First, when cue sensitivity is low, the amygdala may predominately 
contribute to learning through potentiation of CS-evoked responses (Freeman et al., 2018). 
Second, when there is a temporal gap between the two stimuli, the forebrain may contribute by 
providing persistent activity from the PFC projection to the pons (Kalmbach et al., 2009; 
Kalmbach et al 2010).  
Of course, these two mechanisms are not mutually exclusive. It is important to keep in 
mind that these two mechanisms can contribute simultaneously, and any learned behavioral 
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output from an intact brain should be considered a combination of both. For example, 
optogenetic silencing of mPFC terminals to the basilar pontine nucleus dramatically slow 
learning in weak-CS delay conditioning (Wu et al., 2017), while muscimol silencing of the 
amygdala prevents expression of behavioral CRs in trace conditioning (Siegel et al., 2015). Thus, 
persistent activity may contribute to learning during dim-cue delay conditioning, and the 
amygdala may potentiate PFC persistent activity during trace conditioning. 
Direct evidence testing the hypothesis of two separate mechanisms of forebrain 
involvement does not currently exist. However, indirect anatomical and inactivation evidence 
supports the idea. The “working memory” PFC projection to the pons projects predominately to 
the lateral basilar pontine nucleus (Kalmbach et al., 2009; Siegel et al., 2015), and inactivation 
selectively of the lateral basilar pontine nucleus abolishes trace but not delay conditioning 
(Kalmbach et al., 2009).  On the other hand, the amygdala projection to the basilar pontine 
nucleus terminates much more extensively in the basilar pontine nucleus (Siegel et al., 2015), 
covering areas of the lateral and medial regions. Thus, the amygdala projection is suited to 
potentiate CS signals coming to the pons from a variety of sources, while the PFC projection 
arrives in a specific anatomical location and may have a completely independent function.  
1.4 GENETICS OF ALZHEIMER DISEASE 
 
In a small subset of AD patients, about 5% of all cases (Tanzi et al., 2012), causal 
mutations in Presenilin-1 (PS1), Presenilin-2, and β-Amyloid Precursor Protein (APP) were 
identified in the 1990s (Goate et al., 1991; Clark et al., 1995; Sherrington et al., 1996). 
Additional mutations are still being discovered today (Shen et al., 2019), suggesting that a larger 
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proportion of AD cases may in fact be caused by yet unknown mutations. Inheritance of any of 
these mutations causes, with 100% penetrance, an aggressive form AD, with cognitive symptoms 
appearing before the age of 65 and as early as the late twenties, depending on the specific 
mutation in question. Mutations in PS1 causes the most severe form of the disease, with 
cognitive decline often beginning in the 30s and 40s, while APP and PS2 mutations typically 
cause less aggressive pathology (Ryman et al., 2014). 
Presenilin (either 1 or 2) joins three other proteins, nicastrin, anterior pharynx-defective 1 
(APH-1) and presenilin enhancer 2 (PEN-2) to form the gamma-secretase complex, a membrane 
associated protease found in many locations within the cell, including on both sides of the 
synapse (Schedin-Weiss et al., 2016) and on the endoplasmic reticulum (Area-Gomez et al., 
2009). Gamma secretase endogenously cleaves several type I transmembrane signaling proteins, 
including Notch, a signaling protein crucial for cell-fate decisions during development, and N-
Cadherin, involved in neural circuit assembly (Jontes, 2018). Importantly, gamma-secretase is 
responsible for the cleavage of APP, a process that releases neuro-toxic amyloid-β protein into 
the extracellular space. In addition to aggregating into the characteristic amyloid-β plaques, the 
soluble form of amyloid-β protein elicits neuronal hyperactivity (Busche et al., 2012), perhaps by 
direct activation of g-protein coupled receptors such as corticotropin-releasing factor type-1 
receptor (CRF-R1) (Justice et al., 2015; Park et al., 2015).  
PS1 can participate in neuronal activity and plasticity by multiple mechanisms. One study 
demonstrated the importance of presynaptic PS1 for calcium-dependent neurotransmitter release 
at the synapse by genetic deletion of PS1 in hippocampal CA3 cells (Zhang et al., 2009). 
Following genetic deletion, both long-term and short-term plasticity were impaired following 
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theta burst stimulation of the Schaffer collaterals, while genetic deletion post-synaptically in the 
CA1 neurons did not affect plasticity. PS1 is additionally involved in Ip3-induced calcium 
release from the endoplasmic reticulum (Stutzmann et al., 2004), where the protein has also been 
localized. Finally, synaptotagmin, a protein essential for calcium-dependent neurotransmitter 
release, was identified as a synaptic binding partner of PS1 (Kuzuya et al., 2016). Thus, there are 
several distinct mechanisms by which PS1 can affect neuronal activity and plasticity.  
More than 175 mouse models have been developed since the mid 1990s (alzforum.org) to 
model AD, and most are based on overexpression of one or more causal mutations in APP, PS1 
and PS2. Because early theories of AD implicated amyloid-β protein as the primary disease 
driver, the models were generally developed to maximize amyloid-β production. While most 
carry transgenes that over-express multiple mutations, more recent models have dialed back the 
intensity, choosing to model the disease by knock-in of a single mutant (Guo et al, 2012; Justice 
et al., 2015). One reason for the push to simplify was that the multiple-transgene models often 
display erratic behavioral profiles not mirrored in the human population. Some of these 
behaviors include high levels of anxiety, enhanced associative learning, and larger acoustic 
startle reflex, all of which have been linked to a heightened stress response (Justice et al., 2015). 
1.6 BEHAVIORAL RIG DESIGN 
Here, I describe an Arduino-controlled mouse eyelid conditioning rig based on previously 
published designs (Heiney et al., 2014, Desai et al., 2015; Siegel et al., 2015). 
   
 




Neuroscience research typically requires both hardware and software that provides an 
interface between stimulus delivery and data acquisition. Historically, this need has been 
satisfied by expensive data acquisition systems such as by InstruTECH. While more complex 
control requirements, such as electrophysiological experiments requiring reliable nanosecond 
precision, may still necessitate traditional data acquisition and stimulus control systems, do-it-
yourself hobbyist tools such as Arudino and Raspberry Pi have proven themselves as exceptional 
alternatives when microsecond precision is sufficient, as in the current purpose of behavior 
analysis in this dissertation (D’Ausilio A, 2012; Desai et al., 2015).  
I have implemented a system of cue delivery and data acquisition that relies on an 
Arduino Due microcontroller board to coordinate delivery of the conditioned and unconditioned 
stimuli, as well as to trigger the high-speed camera during each trial. In addition to controlling 
the timing of stimuli, the Arduino board monitored and controlled the air-puff pressure by 
implementing a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) algorithm acting on a proportional valve. 
The air puff US was delivered using a sawed and blunted 28-gauge stainless steel needle adhered 
to a cannula and positioned 2– 4 mm lateral to the right eye (Fig. 2.1). Each training chamber 
also included a small speaker (Adafruit product ID 1891) through which white noise played on 
loop from a custom designed sound board (Adafruit audio FX mini sound board, Product ID 
2342) and amplifier system (Adafruit Mono 2.5W Class D Audio Amplifier PAM8302, product 
ID 2130) that measured 55 dB at site of the mouse head. 
The Arduino board was further responsible for generating a sine wave that plays directly 
through a speaker-amplifier system to provide a second CS for eyelid conditioning and to probe 
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acoustic startle responses. Tones were generated by programming an approximate sine wave into 
an Arduino microcontroller and then running the wave through an amplifier-speaker system 
(Adafruit Mono 2.5W Class D Audio Amplifier PAM8302, product number 2130; Mono 
Enclosed Speaker:  3W 4 Ohm, product number 3551).  
Finally, in experiments that used direct electrical stimulation as a conditioned stimulus, 
the Arduino board was responsible for generating the appropriate stimulus parameters 
(Kalmbach et al., 2010) to the stimulus isolator box (World Precision Instruments) which 
generated the cathodal delivered to the brain. 
 
  
   
 




Figure 1.3: Eyelid conditioning in head-fixed mice.  
Mice are secured atop a freely-moving cylinder during all eyelid conditioning sessions. A 500-
fps infrared video of the eye is recorded during stimulus presentation to record learned eyelid 
movements. Not depicted here is an infrared LED panel, positioned behind the blue CS LED 
(away from the mouse) that remains on during the entire behavior session and serves to 





   
 




To record eyelid movements at high spatial- and temporal precision, 500 fps high-speed 
videography (Allied Vision Technologies GE680 gigabit Ethernet camera) was used. To extract 
eyelid traces, raw videos were analyzed with un-published, custom software written in Igor Pro 
(WaveMetrics, Lake Oswego, OR, USA). As depicted in Figure 1.4, video pixels underwent 
thresholding such that all pixels were either black (representing the mouse eye) or white 
(representing the fur around the eye). White pixels within a user-defined region of interest were 
summed at each frame, and the summed values over a 1.2 s window were normalized to the [0,1] 
range, with 0 representing the value in the first frame (eye fully open) and 1 representing all 







   
 




Figure 1.4: High-speed video analysis of eyelid movement 
Schematic of video processing. An ROI (green) was drawn for each animal per behavior session 
at the widest part of the fully opened eye. Video data within the ROI was thresholded to black or 
white on each frame across the video. Finally, the fraction of white area (representing the fur 
around the eye) at each frame was computed and plotted across time. Shaded blue region 
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1.7 DATA PROCESSING AND DERIVATION OF MEASUREMENTS 
The sole type of data analyzed in this thesis are time-series “eyelid traces” derived from 
videography data and representing the fraction of eyelid closure over time (Heiney et al., 2014, 
Siegel et al., 2015). After recording the reduced eyelid traces to a text file, an R script (R Core 
Team, 2019) was written to assess data integrity, excluding traces whose baseline noise standard 
deviation during the first 200 ms of the trace exceeded 0.025. Finally, the following events were 
extracted from the traces: presence or absence of conditioned response, latency to conditioned 
response onset, and magnitude of conditioned response, and trials to learning onset. Figure 2.3 
depicts the anatomy of an eyelid trace and summarizes the measurements relevant to this thesis 
and how they are derived. 
 
 
Figure 1.5: Components of an eyelid trace.  
A. representative eyelid trace from a CS-alone probe trial. The top dotted green line represents 
the threshold for classifying a trial as a CR. Once a trial is classified as a CR, the time at which 
the trace crosses the bottom green dotted line is recorded as the response onset. The CR 
magnitude is measured as the summed FEC values at each frame under the CR (shaded gray). B. 
Unconditioned response (UR) magnitude measures the mouse’s response to the air-puff (red) and 
is a measure of US sensitivity.  
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A peak-finding algorithm was used to find the maximum value of a trace above a pre-set 
threshold. If any peaks were found during a 1000 ms window after CS onset, then the trial was 
classified as a CR. Previous publications using videography to assess mouse eyelid conditioning 
used 10% eyelid closure threshold for a classification as CR (Heiney et al., 2014; Siegel et al., 
2015). While a standard threshold for rabbit eyelid conditioning is 5%, the discrepancy is likely 
due to the smaller size of the mouse eye compared to the rabbit eye and thus to the higher level 
of noise associated with measuring eyelid movements. Further, I chose 6.5% as the classification 
threshold for CR, an empirical choice that results in < 1% false positives as measured by analysis 
of stimulus-free trials. 
Response properties of learned eyelid movements are of biological importance because 
they are driven directly by learned cerebellar output (Heiney et al., 2014) and reflect properties 
of cerebellar learning. Due to the nature of the eyelid trace data, in which response peak is 
usually ambiguous, I chose response onset to assess timing (Fig. 2.3A). To measure the size of 
the response, two possibilities exist, response amplitude (maximum closure achieved during a 
CR) and response magnitude (area under the CR) magnitude. Because of the larger range and 
higher variability of magnitude measurements, I chose response magnitude to measure the size of 
the response (Fig 2.3A). 
Custom R script was used to create visual statistical summaries of the responses. To 
create a within-animal visual summary, summary CR traces j = 1, 2,…, N were aligned 
temporally across the k = 1, 2,… 600 frames represented by the trace (1.2 s x 500 fps = 600 
frames). At each k, the distribution of the median value of j was derived using bootstrap, and the 
central 95% confidence interval was plotted (Fig. 1.6). To create within-group visual summaries, 
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traces from each animal were reduced to a median trace. Animal-representative median traces 
were then analyzed in the same way as described for per-animal summaries. 
Because responses change over time with learning, it is important to control for learning 
when making comparisons of response onset and magnitude. For example, if the median 
response measure was recorded for an animal that learned poorly and was compared to the 
median response of an animal that learned very well (and thus made many more responses), then 
the better learner would have a higher median. To control for learning when measuring response 
properties, I use only a subset of CRs made by each animal to compare response properties. 
Usually, this was the 51-100th conditioned response made by each animal. In experiments where 
poor learning was observed overall (Chapter 3 only), I lower this number to 31-80th. If an animal 
did not make at least 100 (or 80) responses, then they were excluded from measurement of 
response properties.  
 
 
   
 




Figure 1.6: Derivation of statistical summaries of eyelid traces 
A. Individual trials are collapsed across CR trials and non-CR trials are excluded. Paired (B) and 
CS-only probe trials are aligned across time and median point at each frame is plotted inside of a 
shaded 95% CI derived using bootstrap. 
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1.8 STATISTICAL PROCEDURES 
It is well-established that sex-differences exist in most behaviors commonly studied in 
laboratory animals. Baseline behaviors between male and females are often different and 
experimental manipulations can have sex-dependent outcomes.  Thus, it is common practice to 
exclude either male or female from a study when sex differences are not the main focus. 
However, not all results can be generalized to both sexes and excluding one or the other creates a 
blind spot in our understanding of biological phenomena. Because I have no a priori justification 
to exclude one sex, I have chosen to include both as I was not studying sex-differences per-se. 
The experiments were therefore not designed to detect statistically significant results between 
male and female subgroups -- i.e., there were not enough males and females within each 
subgroup for adequately powered inference tests for each sex. Low sample size and normality of 
residual violations additionally preclude a regression approach for controlling for sex.  
To account for sex as a covariate, I used restricted randomization permutation testing 
(Edington, 2007). This technique resembles permutation testing, except that treatment 
randomization is restricted to male and female sub-groups. The advantage of this approach is 
two-fold. First, when response variables exhibit different baseline values for males and females, 
restricted randomization results in more powerful inference testing. Second, when the number of 
males and females are not perfectly balanced across groups, restricted randomization controls for 
false positives that may result from comparing groups with unbalanced covariates. 
As an example, consider the social isolation experiment from Chapter 4. There were four 
subgroups to sample: Female-Stress (n = 6), Female-Control (n = 6), Male-Stress (n = 8), Male-
Control (n = 8). There are two blocks randomization: Female (n = 12) and Male (n = 16). Finally, 
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there were two groups to compare: Stress (n = 14) and Control (n = 14). To simulate a test 
statistic, treatment labels were randomized within female and male subgroups, dependent on how 
many male and female animals were in the original data. In this case, both treatment groups had 
14 animals, with 6 females and 8 males in each. Finally, the test statistic computed from the 
original data was compared to the distribution of statistics calculated from permutation testing. 
The proportion of simulated statistics with a value greater than the statistic calculated from the 
original data is the p-value. 
Permutation tests are computationally expensive, as they require computing all possible 
permutations of the data (or at least a very large, random subset). For example, in the experiment 
outlined above, there are !126 % × !
16
8 % = 40,116,600 possible permutations to consider. 
Fortunately, the R-package “coin” can approximate results from Kruskal-Wallis rank test based 
on stratified data (Hothorn et al., 2008). To verify that the commands from the coin package 
produced similar results as the more computationally exhaustive method of direct permutation 
testing, I computed several p-values based on restricted subsample randomization testing 
(100,000 permutations) and verified that they produced values very similar to those computed by 
“coin”. 
This technique can be used to handle experimental variability across experiments. 
Learning rate can be considerably affected by non-experimental factors such as housing 
conditions and genetic variability, meaning that combining data from separate experiments, even 
when all controllable parameters remain equal, can present problems. Collecting enough data for 
a study in one experiment is often unfeasible due to experimental constraints such as equipment 
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and manpower, while simply counterbalancing across experiments is unsatisfactory because of 
the added variability. In this thesis, I use restricted randomization permutation testing to combine 
data across experiments and across sexes (for all experiments containing both males and 
females). 
2.5 ANIMALS AND SURGICAL PROCEDURES  
Animal housing  
Environmental factors related to housing conditions, genetic variation and mouse 
handling are known to substantially affect behavioral in a wide variety of common laboratory 
tasks (Crabbe, et al., 1999; Bao et al., 1998). In an unpublished analysis, I noticed systematic 
variation in behavior even among distinct litters of animals of the same genotype. Thus, it is 
critically important to counterbalance all experimental groups across variables including 
littermates, sex, age, and housing conditions. Ideally, the all mice should be bred at the same 
time under similar conditions. 
All behavior experiments were performed with mice housed on a reverse 12 h light/dark 
cycle (1000 h lights off) and provided with food and water ad libitum. Mice used in chapters 2 
and 3 were housed in standard housing conditions, with 2-5 animals per cage and variable 
presence of paper hut and bedding square materials. In chapter 4, housing conditions were 
monitored more closely, with 2-4 animals per cage and consistent presence of paper hut and 
bedding materials for all group housed mice. For animals housed in social isolation, there was 
one mouse per cage and the paper hut and bedding square materials were removed. 
   
 




Treatment of mice and surgical procedures were in accordance with National Institutes of 
Health guidelines and an institutionally approved animal welfare protocol. All mice were 
surgically implanted using a stereotaxic apparatus (Kopf) with custom-made stainless-steel head 
plates used for head fixation on a running wheel during training. Anesthesia was induced with 
3% isoflurane mixed with oxygen and maintained with 2% isoflurane throughout the procedure. 
Animals were secured in a stereotaxic apparatus. Fur covering the head was removed with an 
electric shaver, then the skull was exposed by cutting away an 8-10 mm circle of skin such that 
both bregma and lambda were exposed. Fascia covering the skull was carefully removed, and the 
skull surface was gently etched with the tip of a scalpel blade. The cleaned and dried skull 
surface was covered in a thin layer of low-viscosity cyanoacrylate and the head plate was 
cemented on top with a layer of Metabond (Parkell). Rimadyl (5 mg/kg) was delivered 
subcutaneously at the neck and the mouse was transferred to a heated chamber to recover from 
anesthesia.  
Some mice were additionally implanted with a tungsten stimulating electrode using a 
stereotaxic apparatus fitted with a custom-made electrode holder. This procedure resembled the 
head plate surgery with one additional step. After the skull was cleaned and etched, two 1 mm 
diameter craniotomies were drilled at AP 5.42 mm, ML +/- 2.25, At –2.25 mm (ipsilateral to 
trained eye), a tungsten electrode was lowered into the mossy fiber bundle 2.30 mm ventral to 
the brain surface. At +2.25 (contralateral to trained eye), a fully stripped ground electrode was 
lowered into the same AP coordinates, 1-1.5 mm below the brain surface. An extra layer of 
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Metabond was used to secure the electrodes. Mice were given a minimum of 4 days to recover 
before beginning acclimation to the running wheel and behavioral training. 
1.9 CONDITIONING PROCEDURES 
General conditioning 
After recovering from surgery, animals began eyelid training. All training procedures 
took place in a dark behavior room during the animal’s active cycle (1000 – 2200). Care was 
taken to ensure training procedures were carried out during similar times on each training day. 
On the first day, mice were acclimated to the experimenter by a two-minute handling session, 
where mice were placed in the gloved hand of the experimenter and allowed to explore. On the 
second day, mice were head-fixed to the training apparatus and acclimated for 15 minutes 
without delivery of any stimuli or camera recordings. On days 3-4, mice were further acclimated 
for approximately 30 minutes each day without stimulus delivery while 60, 1.2 s camera trials 
were collected to measure baseline levels of eyelid movement. Eyelid conditioning began on day 
5 and lasted for 12-15 days, depending on the experiment. In some experiments, paired training 
was followed directly with two days of extinction and re-acquisition training, extending training 
to 24 days. For single-cue training, 60-75 trials were delivered each day. Chapter-specific 
methods provide more specific details on conditioning procedures.  
Mossy fiber stimulation 
For subjects trained with electrical stimulation of mossy fibers, the CS was a constant 
frequency pulse train of cathodal current pulses (50 Hz, 400 ms, 0.1 ms pulse width, 70 μA), 
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generated by a stimulus isolator (model A360, World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL) and 
passed through an epoxy-insulated tungsten electrode (A-M Systems Cat. 575300) implanted in 
the middle cerebellar peduncle ipsilateral to the trained eye (Kalmbach et al., 2010). Impedance 
at the tip of the electrode was adjusted to 100-200 kW). A fully stripped ground electrode was 
implanted contralateral to the trained eye at the same coordinates (see surgical methods, section 
2.6). During behavioral sessions using mossy fiber stimulation, animals were head-fixed just as 
in peripheral cue training, then wire leads from the stimulus isolator were gently secured on the 
head stage leads. CS and US stimulus presentation were then delivered in the same configuration 
as peripheral cue training. 
Acoustic startle response 
In subjects tested for acoustic startle, a total of 20-30 pure startle tones (50 ms, 8 kHz, 85 
dB) were presented during eyelid training sessions 2-5 in place of the CS-alone probe trial. 
Tones were generated as described in section 2.2.1. Since acoustic startle is a whole-body 
movement, startle can be detectable as a short latency (<10 ms) eyelid closure.  Presence of 
startle was classified as an eyelid closure of above 0.05 fraction eyelid closure during the first 
100 ms after tone presentation. Only startle probes that resulted in a startle response were used to 
assess startle magnitude. 
1.10 HISTOLOGY  
After behavioral training was complete, animals implanted with stimulating electrodes 
were further processed to map the site of electrical stimulation within the mossy fiber bundle. 
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Awake mice were head-fixed onto the running wheel used in behavioral training and a 30 μA 
constant cathodal current was passed through the electrodes for 15-20 seconds to mark the 
stimulation site. One to four hours later, mice were sacrificed with an overdose of 
ketamine/xylazine (0.25 ml of 10 mg/ml xylazine in 90 mg/ml ketamine) and perfused with PBS, 
followed by 4% formaldehyde/PBS. The entire head was removed, with head bar and stimulating 
electrodes intact. Perfused heads were then post-fixed for one week in formaldehyde/PBS. The 
heads were rinsed and stored in PBS overnight, after which the brains were removed from the 
skull. Brains were then rinsed and stored in PBS until sectioned at 50 μm on a VT1000S 
vibratome (Leica) and mounted on gelatin-coated glass coverslips.  
Gelatin-coated glass coverslips were prepared by brushing glass Superfrost Plus glass 
slides (Fisher Scientific) with a 0.02% gelatin (product) dissolved in water. After slides dried for 
36-48 hours, 50-micron brain slices were mounted and dried for at least 36-48 hours more. 
Finally, brain slices were stained with cresyl violet and imaged by light microscopy on an 
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Chapter 2: Enhanced eyelid conditioning in 3xTg model mice 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is a devastating neurodegenerative illness that remains poorly 
understood.  AD refers to a complex form of neurodegeneration that destroys brain tissue with 
stereotypical anatomical progression, beginning with the entorhinal cortex, then spreading to the 
hippocampus, amygdala and neocortex. Histological examination of post-mortem tissue reveals 
characteristic extracellular protein aggregates called “plaques” and intracellular protein 
aggregates called “tangles”.  
The primary structures affected by AD are critical for memory and cognition, including 
the hippocampus, amygdala and prefrontal cortex. The first clinical symptoms include short-term 
memory loss and changes in emotionality and cognition. While cerebellar symptoms are 
observed in late stages of the disease or when specific Presenilin-1 mutations are involved 
(Lemere et al., 2006; Anheim et al., 2007), cerebellar pathology is typically not a prominent 
feature. Thus, the rationale for using eyelid conditioning to study learning in AD model mice is 
conceptually linked to the influence of the hippocampus, PFC and amygdala on cerebellar 
learning, as discussed in Chapter 1. 
Preliminary studies (unpublished results by Dr. Jennifer Siegel) provided the surprising 
result that 3-4 month old 3xTg mice, an age reported to be free of severe pathology or memory 
deficits, exhibited more rapid eyelid conditioning compared to controls in the forebrain-
dependent ‘trace’ eyelid conditioning task (50 ms CS, 250 ms trace interval). To verify and 
follow-up on this initial finding, I conducted a series of three experiments to gain insight into the 
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nature of this learning phenotype. Confirming and expanding on initial findings, I found 
enhanced eyelid conditioning in 3xTg animals in both trace conditioning and delay conditioning 
with a weak CS, two forms of the task that are known to require an intact forebrain. Differences 
in conditioning may be due to cue sensitivity due to heightened stress response, as I additionally 
found that 3xTg animals exhibit larger eye closures in response to acoustic startle, an 
independent measure of stress-sensitivity. The following section describes the experimental 
design and results of these three studies.  
A note on Chapter 2 experimental design and statistical analyses 
The experiments described in this chapter constitute a series of exploratory studies 
designed to gain information on eyelid conditioning in 3xTg mice. As a result, the experiments 
are largely under-powered, and many statistical comparisons fail to yield significant results. 
Further, similar experiments were combined in some cases, as described in detail in the 
subsequent sections. Thus, the results presented in Chapter 2 are intended to serve as a record 
and motivation for subsequent chapters rather than for statistical inference on a hypothesis. 
Descriptive statistics and statistical tests are performed to provide a complete description of the 
experiments but should not be interpreted as strict hypothesis tests.  
The decision to abandon behavioral studies of 3xTg mice instead of repeating and 
expanding them was due to a lack of a proper wild-type control strain. We found that eyelid 
conditioning is highly sensitive to background strain of the animal (B6 vs 129S/B6 Hybrid vs 
129S). Because 3xTg mice were created on a mixture background, it is not possible to have a 
proper control. 
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2.3 EXPERIMENT 1: TRACE VS. DELAY 300 MS ISI 
Rationale and experimental design 
This experiment aimed to confirm the initial findings that 3xTg mice outperform controls 
in trace conditioning (unpublished results by Dr. Jennifer Siegel), as well as to test the 
hypothesis that enhanced learning was specific to forebrain-dependent trace conditioning. Trace 
conditioning relies in part on persistent activity from the mPFC (a putative mechanism 
underlying working memory) while delay conditioning does not. Thus, learning differences 
between 3xTg and control animals should exist for trace conditioning but not delay conditioning.  
A 2x2 design was implemented to test the effect of genotype (3xTg vs control) and the 
presence or absence of a stimulus-free trace interval (trace vs. delay) on conditioning in young 
(~4 months old) male mice. A “bright” light CS was used for training, functionally designated 
because forebrain-lesioned wild-type animals learn normally at this stimulus intensity in the 
delay task but not the trace task (Siegel et al., 2015).  
In total, 44 Male 3xTg 129/B6 hybrid mice were conditioned in either trace (n=13 3xTg; 
n=12 129/B6 hybrid) or delay (n=12 3xTg, n=7 129/B6 hybrid). Mice were trained in either a 
trace (50 ms CS, 250 ms trace interval) or delay (300 ms CS) paradigm. Due to the large number 
of animals required, animals were trained in four cohorts. Three cohorts were fully 
counterbalanced across all experimental conditions, while the fourth consisted of only trace 
conditioning (4 3xTg and 4 129/B6 hybrid). Animals in cohorts 1-3 underwent 14 daily sessions 
of conditioning, while mice in cohort 4 received 11-14 sessions, with strong learners (> 80% CR) 
being retired early in this cohort.  
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To quantify learning, I chose two metrics to compare, learning onset and overall 
performance. For learning onset, I calculated the number of trials needed to reach a pre-defined 
behavioral criterion of 25% CR in a sliding window of 60 trials (Fig. 2.1C). For overall 
performance, I calculated percentage of CRs made during all behavior sessions for each animal. 
Because strong learners were retired as early as day 11, formal analysis of overall performance 
was restricted to behavior sessions 1-11. 
Results 
Trace conditioning is sensitive to mPFC lesions, while strong-CS delay conditioning is 
not. Poorer performance in trace conditioning is typical in wild-type animals and is thought to 
reflect increased task difficulty by requiring the PFC to supply a ‘working memory’ 
representation of the CS to the cerebellum during the otherwise stimulus-free trace interval. To 
identify learning phenotypes specific to trace conditioning in 3xTg animals, four groups were 
subject to eyelid conditioning: 3xTg-Delay, 3xTg-Trace, 129/B6 hybrid-Delay and 129/B6 
hybrid-Trace.  
 Figure 2.1B shows group median learning curves with interquartile ranges for all 
sessions. Comparison of overall performance (Fig. 2.1C) showed significant differences among 
the groups (Kruskal-Wallis test, p=0.046). Follow-up pair-wise comparisons revealed a learning 
deficit specifically for trace-conditioned 129/B6 hybrid animals, while 3xTg-Delay, 3xTg-Trace, 
and 129/B6 hybrid-Delay mice produced a similar proportion of CRs.   
3xTg-Delay, 3xTg-Trace, and 129/B6 hybrid-Delay mice also required a similar number 
of trials to reach behavioral criterion, while 129/B6 hybrid-Trace required an average of 454 
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trials (Fig. 2.1B-D). Although missing statistical significance (Kruskal-Wallis 4 group test, 
p=0.23), this is a notable trend.  
The fact that 3xTg mice do not need additional trials to learn the trace task is notable and 
may be interpreted in (at least) two ways. First, it could mean that the CS-related signal 
generated by the PFC is stronger in 3xTg mice. Second, it could mean that the PFC signal 
arriving to the cerebellum is modulated by a third party, such as the amygdala. Since 3xTg mice 
have been shown to exhibit both deficits in forebrain-driven tasks (Stevens et al., 2015; Stover et 
al., 2015) and enhancement in amygdala-driven tasks (Stover et al., 2015) at this age, these 
results are may reflect amygdala driven modulation of CS-related inputs to the cerebellum. 
Sensitivity to the unconditioned stimulus (US) can also modulate learning (Oswald et al., 
2009). One measure of US sensitivity is the magnitude of the unconditioned response ‘blink’ 
made after presentation of the US. Four-group comparison of US magnitude during the first two 
training sessions just missed statistical significance (Kruskal-Wallis test, p=0.052). However, 
comparison of genotype (3xTg vs. 129/B6 hybrid) showed that 3xTg mice exhibited significantly 
smaller URs than 129/B6 hybrid (avg. magnitude of UR: 3xTg=24; 129/B6 hybrid=31, KS-test, 
p=0.019). Smaller UR magnitude in this particular experiment likely reflects downward 
adjustment of the US intensity to prevent the mouse from squinting rather than lower sensitivity 
to the US. That is, lower UR magnitude observed here likely reflects a lower threshold for 3xTg 
mice to develop chronic squinting to the US, meaning that US sensitivity is likely higher in 3xTg 
animals.  
   
 





Figure 2.1: 3xTg animals do not show learning deficits in trace conditioning 
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Figure 2.1: 3xTg animals do not show learning deficits in trace conditioning 
A. Stimulus figuration used in trace and delay conditioning. B. Group median learning curves 
shaded with IQR. C. Comparison of overall performance shows significant deficits in 129/B6 
hybrid-Trace. (avg. overall %CR: 129/B6 hybrid-Trace=17%; 129-Delay=38%; 3xTg-
Trace=36%; 3xTg-Delay=35%; Kruskal-Wallis test for 4 groups, p=0.047; followed by pairwise 
Conover Test without correction). D. Comparison of learning rate across the four groups reveals 
that 3xTg learn similarly with trace and delay conditioning, while control mice trend toward 
need more trials to learn the trace version of the task. E. Statistical summary of CRs from two 
representative animals. F. Two-dimensional clustering of CR properties shows that all groups 
produce similar motor responses. H. Interestingly, 3xTg animals displayed less reactivity to the 
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2.4 EXPERIMENT 2: WEAK-CS DELAY CONDITIONING AND THE ACOUSTIC STARTLE RESPONSE 
Rationale and experimental design 
Results from Experiment 1 showed that 3xTg mice outperform non-transgenic controls in 
forebrain-dependent trace conditioning and show signs of US cue sensitivity raised the 
possibility that the behavioral phenotype is related to cue sensitivity in general, rather than 
specifically to a mPFC, ‘working memory’ phenotype. Cue sensitivity can be potentiated by an 
over-active amygdala. In light of this, I designed an experiment to simultaneously probe two 
different behaviors known to be modulated by the amygdala, weak-CS eyelid conditioning and 
the acoustic startle response (Weisz et al., 1992; Rosen et al., 1988). 
Central amygdala projections to the caudal pontine reticular nucleus of the brainstem are 
necessary for stress-enhanced acoustic startle response in rodents. If enhanced conditioning in 
3xTg mice is related to modulation of cerebellar inputs by amygdala projections to the basilar 
pontine nucleus in the brainstem, then other behaviors related to amygdala-brainstem modulation 
should also be altered in 3xTg model mice. The acoustic startle response (ASR) is one such 
behavior.  
Briefly, the ASR describes the short latency (< 10 ms), full-body muscle contraction 
observed across mammalian species in response to a sudden loud noise. ASR relies on a tri-
synaptic circuit from the cochlear nucleus in the ear, to the brainstem caudal pontine reticular 
nucleus, to skeletal muscles. Experiments in rats demonstrated that electrical stimulation of the 
central nucleus of the amygdala prior to a loud noise increases ASR amplitude (Rosen et al., 
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1988), and pharmacological blockade of AMPA receptors in this region can prevent fear-
potentiated ASR (Walker et al., 1997).  
Animals and training procedure 
Both male and female mice were used, aged ~6.5 months (3xTg, n=22 (5 female); n=22 
129/B6 hybrid (9 female). Animals were combined across two experiments. Mice in the second 
experiment additionally received IP injections on training days 1-2, either kolliphor 4% vehicle 
or 30 mg/kg R121919. Null results of drug delivery in the second experiment, along with the 
exploratory nature of Chapter 2 permitted inclusion of both experiments. Genotypes were 
counter-balanced across both experiments.  
Mice were conditioned in 12 daily conditioning sessions. Behavior sessions consisted of 
60 paired CS-US trials and 5-7 startle probes. For startle probe trials, a 50 ms tone was presented 
instead of light and air-puff. Trials were presented in blocks of 5 as 4 consecutive paired 
followed by 1 startle probe. For more details, see section 1.9 (conditioning procedures). Startle 
data from only sessions 3-4 were used in the analysis. Startle data from sessions 1-2 were 
excluded because half of the animals in the experiment received IP injections on those days. 
Startle data from sessions 4-12 were excluded because those sessions included startle probes of 
lower intensity (75 dB) that did not elicit startle in most animals. 
Results 
To explore the possibility that enhanced learning observed in 3xTg animals is due to an 
amygdala-associated mechanism, I tested 3xTg mice in two behaviors known to be potentiated 
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by the amygdala under conditions of stress, eyelid conditioning and the acoustic startle response. 
Eyelid conditioning was tested using a weak-CS, delay 400 ms. Startle was tested in the same 
behavior sessions using a probe for acoustic startle (85 dB, 50 ms 8 kHz tone; See Fig. 2.4A). 
For weak-CS, LED brightness was adjusted to ~50% of bright CS used in Experiment 1. 
3xTg mice perform only slightly better than controls in weak-CS delay conditioning 
In contrast to trace conditioning, where 3xTg mice learn much better overall than 
controls, 3xTg animals do not show a higher CR rate overall nor do they learn in fewer trials 
(Fig. 2.2B,C,D). Comparison of learning rate (trials to reach 25% CR) revealed that 3xTg and 
controls reach behavioral criterion in a similar number of trials, avg. 3xTg=426; 129/B6 
hybrid=439; Kruskal-Wallis test, stratified by sex, p=0.79. However, 3xTg mice may reach a 
higher plateau performance, as measured by percent CR during final two behavior sessions, as 
indicated by an insignificant trend toward higher plateau (avg. 3xTg=68%CR; 129/B6 
hybrid=58%CR; Kruskal-Wallis test, stratified by sex, p = 0.08).  
Next, I analyzed the prevalence and magnitude of the acoustic startle response (ASR). As 
a behavior known to be potentiated by amygdala-brainstem projections, ASR served as an 
independent measure of cue sensitivity potentially modulated by the amygdala. Prevalence of 
ASR, as measured by proportion of startle probes eliciting more than a 5% eyelid closure, 
showed that 3xTg mice made more startle responses than controls (Fig 2.3E; avg. 3xTg=66%; 
129/B6 hybrid=49%; Kruskal-Wallis test, stratified by sex, p=0.045). Further, 3xTg animals 
produced ASR of larger magnitude (Fig 2.3F; avg. 3xTg=5.13; 129/B6 hybrid=1.60; Kruskal-
Wallis test, stratified by sex, p=0.0096). 
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Overall, 3xTg mice displayed both slightly higher (not significant) performance in eyelid 
conditioning and a larger magnitude of the acoustic startle response. Because of the potentiated 
ASR, these results were consistent with an amygdala-driven cue-sensitivity phenotype in 3xT 
mice.  Similar learning rates in weak-CS eyelid conditioning between the mutant and control 
animals could either mean that this form of conditioning does not differentiate the genotypes, 
i.e., the learning differences seen in trace conditioning are not due to cue sensitivity. 
Alternatively, the weak-CS intensity may not be optimal for this particular purpose. 
One reason the CS cue may not be of optimal ‘weak-CS’ intensity is because the general 
equipment set-up and cue delivery system differed between Experiment 1 (trace vs. delay) and 
the current experiment (weak-CS delay). Although the 50% stimulus intensity compared to 
Experiment 1 was estimated by a light sensor (SparkFun ambient light sensor, TEMP6000), the 
‘weak’ CS intensity used here may not be optimal for requiring forebrain engagement. A 
potential future experiment implementing a simple amygdala lesion could be used to identify an 





   
 





Figure 2.2: 3xTg mice achieve similar learning rate but higher performance in weak-CS 
delay conditioning. 
A. Stimulus configuration used for weak-CS delay conditioning. B. Group median learning 
curves shaded with IQR. C. Overall performance does not differ significantly in 3xTg model 
(avg. 3xTg=27%; 129/B6 hybrid=22%, p=0.23). D. Both genotypes require similar number of 
trials to reach behavioral criterion (avg. 3xTg=426; 129/B6 hybrid=439; p=0.79). E. Comparison 
of plateau performance (final 2 behavior sessions) indicates that 3xTg mice may perform slightly 
better than 129/B6 hybrid in eyelid conditioning with weak-CS, although statistical significance 
was not achieved (avg. 3xTg=68%CR; 129/B6 hybrid=58%CR; p = 0.08), suggesting that 3xTg 
learning enhancement may not be restricted to trace conditioning. F. Two-dimensional clustering 
of response properties (onset and magnitude) show similar response properties in both 
genotypes. All comparisons were performed with Kruskal-Wallis test, stratified by sex. 
 
 
   
 




Figure 2.3: Larger acoustic startle in 3xTg mice. 
A-B. Tone-only startle probes (green) delivered every 5th trial during weak-CS delay 400 ISI 
experiment (blue and red trace). Arrows indicate startle probes. C. Startle probes from one 
example 3xTg mouse (pink) and one example 129/B6 hybrid mouse. D. Group-median traces 
with bootstrap derived 95% CI illustrates larger startle probes overall in 3xTg mice. E. 3xTg 
mice generated more startle responses (avg. 3xTg=66%; 129/B6 hybrid=49%; p=0.045). F. 3xTg 
mice made larger magnitude ASR (avg. 3xTg=5.13; 129/B6 hybrid=1.60; p=0.0096). All 
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2.6 EXPERIMENT 3: CONDITIONING IN AGED 3XTG MICE 
Rationale and experimental design 
  AD is primarily a disease of aging. If enhanced associative learning observed in young 
3xTg animals is related to forebrain hyperactivity that precedes neurodegeneration and cognitive 
decline, then aged 3xTg mice should have learning deficits in a difficult trace task that depends 
on an intact mPFC and other forebrain structures. However, if enhanced learning observed in 
young animals is instead due to an exaggerated stress response not related to cognitive decline, 
as implicated in Experiment 2, then aged mice may not display learning deficits. 
  To test this hypothesis, I probed learning in 3xTg and controls at ~16 months, an age 
when cognitive deficits have been measured in Morris water maze in 3xTg mice (Stevens et al., 
2015). Thus, I hypothesized that aged 3xTg mice would show signs of cognitive decline, 
measured as learning deficits in eyelid conditioning. A one-way design was implemented to test 
the effect of genotype (3xTg vs 129/B6 hybrid) in a trace task in aged mice (50 ms CS, 350 ms 
trace interval). Aged-matched 3xTg (n=4) and 129/B6 hybrid (n=5) were trained for 12 daily 
sessions.  
Results 
Surprisingly, aged 3xTg mice did not show learning deficits as compared to controls. 
Figure 2.4B shows the learning curves for each genotype as well as the comparison of overall 
percentage of CRs. Aged 3xTg mice had higher CR rates, though not significant likely due to the 
small number of animals used in the study. At this age, 3xTg mice are known to display deficits 
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in spatial and working memory tasks such as Morris water maze (Sun X et al., 2005). However, 
3xTg animals do not show deficits in a forebrain-dependent eyelid conditioning task, as shown 
here, even at an age when working memory deficits are readily apparent in other behaviors. 
Again, these results are most consistent with cue sensitivity phenotype, perhaps driven by the 
known stress-sensitivity phenotype of 3xTg animals. 
 
 
Figure 2.4: No learning deficits in 16-month-old 3xTg mice in forebrain-dependent task. 
A. Stimulus figuration used for trace 50-350 conditioning. B. Group median learning curves 
shaded with IQR. C. Overall performance does not differ significantly in 3xTg model (avg. 
3xTg=31%; 129/B6 hybrid=18%, p=0.56), even in aged animals when other forebrain-dependent 
tasks are impaired. All comparisons were performed with K-S tests. 
   
 




Together, these results support a phenotype of cue-sensitivity in AD model mice, 
potentially driven by hyperactive amygdala-pontine modulation of cerebellar inputs. This result 
is notable because it provides behavioral evidence of enhanced associative learning in 3xTg mice 
and offers a platform on which to further disentangle and study the contribution of distinct, AD-
relevant brain regions to learning. 
Experiment 1 demonstrated that young 3xTg animals show similar levels of learning and 
behavioral performance during both trace and delay conditioning, while wild-type animals 
require more trials to learn in the trace task relative to the delay task, as previously reported in 
wild-type animals.  One interpretation of this result is that forebrain hyperactivity in 3xTg mice, 
a known phenotype of APP/PS1 models (Busche et al, 2012) drives stronger persistent activity to 
the cerebellum, effectively eliminating the typical performance deficits observed during trace 
conditioning in wild-type mice (Fig. 2.1).  
A second interpretation suggests that forebrain hyperactivity acts on cerebellar plasticity 
through amygdala-driven modulatory drive on inputs. More positive modulatory drive on 
sensory and persistent inputs could produce the same behavioral result. In this scenario, PFC-
driven persistent activity is equal between the two genotypes and the observed behavioral 
advantage of the 3xTg model is instead due to stronger input arriving to the cerebellum due to 
pontine modulation. Experiment 2 revealed that enhanced conditioning in 3xTg mice is also 
observed under conditions of low CS intensity and thus is not exclusively linked to trace 
conditioning procedures.  
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PFC and amygdala influence on cerebellar learning are not mutually exclusive. It is 
possible that 3xTg mice may exhibit both altered persistent activity and heightened amygdala-
driven modulation. However, these results provide important insights suggesting that amygdala 
modulation is a more plausible candidate mechanism. First, these results are not consistent with 
PFC dysfunction reported in AD models. Working memory deficits have been reported in several 
AD models, including 3xTg mice (Sun X et al., 2005). However, PFC lesions (Siegel et al, 2015) 
or manipulations that alter PFC excitability (Siegel et al., 2017) result in behavioral deficits in 
eyelid conditioning. If prefrontal contribution to eyelid conditioning relates to working memory, 
then deficit eyelid conditioning would be predicted, though it was not observed.  
Second, enhanced associative conditioning observed in 3xTg animals was similar to those 
observed in rodent models of stress disorders. Rodent models of stress disorders display 
enhanced eyelid conditioning (both trace and delay) and higher levels of acoustic startle response 
than non-stressed mice (Shors et al., 1992, Weiss et al., 2005).  
A critical link supporting this relationship between stress and AD models comes from the 
literature on Alzheimer’s model animals. Anxiety and stress behaviors are common features of 
transgenic AD models. Indeed, APP/PS1 co-expression (such as the 3xTg model) results in 
higher corticosterone levels and stress behaviors than models expressing only mutant PS1. 
A knock-in mutant APP mouse model demonstrates disproportionate sensitivity to 
restraint stress compared to non-transgenic controls, resulting in elevated corticosterone levels, 
increased acoustic startle, and fewer light entries in a light-dark box test (Justice et al., 2015). 
This study additionally established that amyloid-β peptide can directly activate corticotropin-
releasing factor type-1 receptor, a known mediator of the stress response. In turn, glucocorticoids 
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released as part of the stress response feedback to exacerbate amyloid-β pathology in 3xTg mice 
(Green et al., 2006).  
The 3xTg model in particular displays stress sensitivity, including more anxiety-related 
behaviors in open-field and elevated plus maze, and higher levels of freezing in fear 
conditioning. Mild social stress from pairing unfamiliar male mice caused a disproportionate 
increase in corticosterone, exacerbated amyloid-β pathology, and increased stress behaviors in 
3xTg animals compared to wild-type or 3xTg mice not exposed to novel males (Rothman et al., 
2012).  
A separate Alzheimer Disease model, based on APPswe and PS1dE9 (a different PS1 
mutation causing familial AD) also exhibit more amyloid-β pathology and elevated 
corticosterone after daily exposure to a novel environment, as compared to wild-type or mutants 
not exposed to novel environment (Stuart et al., 2017). Social isolation is another form of stress 
reported to have a disproportionate effect in the Tg2576 model overexpressing an APP mutation. 
After 6 months of social isolation, mutant mice display elevated corticosterone and increased 
plaque formation (Dong et al., 2008).  
That APP models are often reported to show higher levels of stress and anxiety is an 
interesting point. While APP-based mouse models are reported to display more severe anxiety 
and stress-sensitive behavioral phenotypes than the knock-in PS1 model (Guo et al, 2012; Justice 
et al., 2015), PS1 mutations lead to more severe AD progression and earlier age of onset than do 
APP mutations in the human population (Ryman et al., 2014). Although this is observational 
evidence, it lends support to the idea that amyloid-β exacerbation of anxiety phenotypes 
observed in rodent AD models may be related to a biochemical process that is separate from the 
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primary cause of AD. Although this separate mechanism can exacerbate AD pathology (Guo et 
al, 2012; Justice et al., 2015), it is possible that this is a separate feature of AD mutations not 
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Chapter 3: Interaction of stress and mutant copy number on eyelid 
conditioning in PS1 mice 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Mouse models of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) were historically designed with the goal of 
over-producing neurotoxic amyloid-β, a characteristic peptide found in post-mortem tissue of 
AD patients. However, failure of clinical trials designed to remove amyloid-β from patients 
suffering from the disease have demonstrated that the peptide likely does not have a simple 
causal relationship with AD (Mullane et al, 2018). Mice that produce high levels of the peptide, 
far above the amount observed in human tissue, have been reported to display behavioral 
phenotypes indicative of an over-active stress response. This curious property of many AD 
models is not reflected in the human population and suggests that excess amyloid-β may be 
related to stress sensitivity independent of its role in the neurodegeneration and cognitive 
dysfunction central to the devastating manifestation of the human disease.  
In this chapter, I examine learning in the PS1M146V knock-in model which only mildly 
over-produces amyloid-β. The vast majority of familial inherited Alzheimer’s disease mutations, 
including the most severe as measured by age of symptom onset, are found in the PS1 gene 
(Ryman et al., 2014). PS1M146V knock-in mice aged 3 or 9 months displayed spatial and 
working memory deficits, as measured by the Morris water maze test (Sun X et al., 2005), and 
deficits in contextual fear conditioning at 3 months of age (Wang et al., 2004). Thus, although 
the knock-in PS1 model does not produce the high levels of amyloid-β seen in the other models, 
it does capture spatial learning and memory deficits relevant to human AD.  
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To investigate learning in a more biologically realistic model of AD, I probed eyelid 
conditioning in single- and double- PS1M146V mutants, and their littermates expressing two 
wild-type copies of PS1. In sharp contrast to aged 3xTg animals, which exhibit rapid learning 
likely due to cue sensitivity, aged single mutants exhibit learning deficits as compared to their 
wild-type littermates. Double mutants display an intermediate rate of CRs, suggesting that two 
mutant copies may rescue the learning deficit observed with one mutant copy.  
Since environmental stress is known to exacerbate AD pathology and the stress response, 
I also tested the effect of social isolation stress on both single-and double- mutants as compared 
to their wild-type littermates. In the case that mutant PS1 confers stress sensitivity not readily 
apparent under basal conditions, I predicted that a more severe stress phenotype would be seen in 
PS1 double mutants compared to single-mutants or wild-type littermates exposed to the stressor. 
3.2 METHODS  
Animals 
Male and female mice were used in all experiments. Mice were generated by crossing 
PS1 heterozygous (PS1/WT) mice stabilized to 129/B6 hybrid background strain for six 
generations. The PS1 knock-in used in the study was generated by knocking in only a short 
sequence with the PS1 gene containing the M146V mutation and a humanized sequence around 
the mutation. This strategy left the rest of the gene as the mouse sequence, further reducing the 
chance for off-target consequences (Guo et al., 1999).  Thus, offspring of these mice included 
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humanized PS1 double mutants (PS1/PS1), humanized PS1 single mutants (PS1/WT) and 
littermate wild-types (WT/WT) that had two copies of mouse wild-type PS1.  
After recovering from surgery, mice were acclimated to the behavioral rig and head-
fixation for 4 days prior to behavioral training. Animals underwent 15 days of paired training, 
with each day consisting of 75 trials (60 paired and 15 probe). Due to age-related vision 
impairments common to aged mice, CS intensity was doubled as compared to the weak-CS delay 
experiments. 
To induce stress by social isolation, a subset of the mice from each genotype were 
separated from their littermates and housed alone for 4 months prior to the start of the 
experiment. Aside from housing conditions, socially isolated mice were bred and treated exactly 
the same as their littermates that were group housed.  
3.2  RESULTS  
Learning deficits revealed in group-housed single but not double mutants  
In order to evaluate overall learning across genotypes, I calculated the total percentage of 
conditioned responses made by each animal across all 15 behavior sessions (Fig. 3.1C, avg. 
WT/WT=19%; PS1/WT=9%; PS1/PS1=13%, Kruskal-Wallis 3-group test, p = 0.047. Pairwise 
Conover test for WT/WT vs. PS1/WT, p=0.0087). Group median learning curves for each 
genotype showed that wild-type mice learned the task better than single-mutants, with double 
mutants showing intermediate levels of learning (Fig. 3.1B). The learning differences between 
the groups were driven by the high level of non-learners in the single-mutant group (6/12) as 
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compared to non-learners in wild-type (2/12) or double mutant mice (0/13). Among the learners, 
there were no differences in how many to reach the behavioral criterion of 25% CR (Fig. 3.1D, 






   
 




Figure 3.1: Single mutants exhibit learning deficits in weak-CS delay conditioning. 
A. Stimulus configuration for delay 400 ms ISI conditioning. B. Learning curve over 15 days of 
paired training for littermate mice harboring either one copy of mutant PS1M146V (green), two 
copies (green) or two wild-type copies (black). Thin lines represent individual animal data, while 
thick lines represent group medians surrounded by shaded interquartile range of each group. Data 
for all animals is plotted in B, with the number of subjects per group indicated. The adjacent 
number in parentheses gives the number of mice classified as “learners”, achieving 25% CR over 
all training in a sliding window of 60 trials. C. Single mutant mice show fewer CRs overall 
(three-group Kruskal-Wallis test, stratified by sex, p=0.047, followed by pairwise Conover Test 
without correction. See text for results.). D. It took all groups similar number of trails to reach 
learning criterion (Kruskal-Wallis test, stratified by sex, p=0.58). Notice that low performance in 
single mutant mice was driven by a high proportion of non-learners.  
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Learned motor responses are similar across genotypes 
To compare motor response properties, only animals that made at least 80 CRs and 
reached at least 25% CR sometime during training were analyzed. Therefore, non-learners were 
not included in analysis of conditioned response properties. To control for learning, only 
responses 21-80 were compared for each animal. Analysis of conditioned response properties 
revealed similar responses across the three groups (Fig. 3.2), indicating that the learned motor 
response did not differ among the genotypes.  
Double mutants produce larger unconditioned responses 
Analysis of unconditioned responses to the air-puff stimulus during the first two behavior 
sessions revealed a group effect on UR magnitude (Fig. 3.3D, avg. UR magnitude WT/WT=46; 
PS1/WT=40; PS1/PS1=57, Kruskal-Wallis 3-group test, p = 0.033). Follow-up pairwise 
comparison indicated that PS1 double mutants made larger URs than either wild-type or single 
mutants, a phenotype that may indicate stress sensitivity. Interestingly, these findings indicated 
that double mutants have larger URs than wild-type, but still perform more poorly. This supports 
the notion that the modest recovery in learning seen in the double compared to the single mutant 
may be due to a distinct influence on learning arising from a heightened stress response in these 
animals.  
 To understand how learning outcomes are related to UR magnitude within genotype, I 
compared UR magnitudes within genotypes depending on learning outcomes (“learners” vs. 
“non-learners”). Due to small numbers of non-learner in wild-type and double mutant groups, it 
was not possible to test if UR magnitude predicted learning in these groups. However, URs made 
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by the 6 double mutant non-leaners had a median value ~50% lower than that of the 6 single-
mutant learners (Fig. 3.3J). Thus, it is possible that learning deficits in single-mutant animals are 
driven at least in part by lower sensitivity to the US and this should be tested in future 
experiments designed to measure this aspect of the behavior.  
 
 
   
 




Figure 3.2: Similar CR properties in PS1 mutants and their wild-type littermates. 
Single and double mutants display conditioned response properties similar to wild-type 
littermates. Single animal response medians are overlaid for paired (A) and probe (C) trials from 
the first 21-80 CRs made per animal. B and D depict the group-median and 95% confidence 
interval of the single animal summaries in A and C. E-F. Kruskal Wallis tests, stratified by sex, 
were performed on median CR Onset (p = 0.49) and CR magnitude (p = 0.58). G. Two-
dimensional clustering further supported similar response properties across genotypes. 
   
 





Figure 3.3: Double mutants are more reactive to the unconditioned stimulus 
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Figure 3.3: Double mutants are more reactive to the unconditioned stimulus 
A-C.  Derivation of UR measurements. URs from first two behavior sessions were measured to 
avoid contamination from the CR. D. double mutants showed larger URs than single mutant or 
wild-type mice (Kruskal-Wallis 3 group test stratified by sex, p=0.33, followed by uncorrected 
Conover-Iman pairwise comparison: PS1/PS1 vs PS1/WT p =.0014; PS1/PS1 vs. WT/WT 
p=0.018). E. Across genotypes, animals that did not reach behavioral criterion displayed 
significantly lower magnitude URs. F-H. Statistical summary traces from a ‘learner’ and ‘non-
learner’ from each genotype, along with I-J. group-wise comparison of median UR magnitude 
per animal. Although sub-groups are too small for reliable comparisons, the smaller magnitude 
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Learning and response properties in socially isolated mutants  
 
Next, I asked how social isolation stress influences eyelid conditioning in single- and 
double mutant mice. Social isolation has been found to interact with mutant APP overexpression, 
disproportionately increasing corticosterone levels and amyloid-B load in mutant mice after 6 
months of isolation as compared to non-stressed transgenic or stressed controls (Dong et al., 
2008). However, it is unclear if the same interaction occurs with PS1 mutants, and if it is related 
to the number of mutant copies (PS1/PS1 vs. PS1/WT). 
In order to evaluate learning across the three genotypes, mice were isolated for 4 months 
leading up to the experiment, and then were trained in a delay 400 ms eyelid conditioning task. A 
large proportion of the single and double mutant isolated mice died before four months of 
isolation, yielding under-powered comparisons. Nonetheless, I calculated the learning curves and 
total percentage of conditioned responses made by each animal across all 15 behavior sessions 
(Fig. 3.4C). Comparing overall percentage of CRs revealed that wild-type and single mutants 
produced a similar amount of CRs, while double mutants showed a non-significant trend toward 
greater overall CR proportion. Learning rate comparisons showed that wild-type and single 
mutants needed a similar number of trials to reach behavioral criterion, while double mutants 
showed a notable trend toward faster learning than either wild-type or single mutants (Fig. 3.1C). 
Similar levels of non-learners were observed among the genotypes. Careful analysis of 
conditioned response properties revealed no differences in CR properties across the genotypes 
(Fig. 3.5).  
  
   
 




Figure 3.4: Similar learning properties in socially isolated mutants. 
A. Stimulus configuration for delay 400 ms ISI conditioning. B. Learning curve over 15 days of 
paired training for mice following four months of social isolation, harboring either one copy of 
mutant PS1M146V (green), two copies (green) or two wild-type copies (black). Thin lines 
represent individual animal data, while thick lines represent group medians surrounded by 
shaded interquartile range of each group. Learning curves for all animals are plotted in B, with 
indicated number of subjects per group. The adjacent number in parentheses gives the number of 
“learners” per group, classified by achieving 25% CR over all training in a sliding window of 60 
trials. C. Total %CR shows no significant overall group difference in total CRs produced 
(p=0.11), and D. learning rate also does not significantly differ in among stressed mice (p=0.12). 
Significance determined by Kruskal-Wallis three-group test, stratified by sex. 
   
 





Figure 3.5: CR properties unchanged in stressed single and double PS1 mutants 
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Figure 3.5: CR properties unchanged in stressed single and double PS1 mutants 
Single and double mutants display conditioned response properties similar to wild-type 
littermates. Single animal response medians are overlaid for paired (A) and probe (C) trials from 
the first 21-80 CRs made per animal. B and D depict the group-median and 95% confidence 
interval of the single animal summaries in A and C. E-F. Kruskal Wallis tests were performed on 
median CR Onset (p = 0.70) and CR magnitude (p = 0.088). G. Two-dimensional clustering 
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Stress preferentially enhances learning in mutant mice 
 In the previous experiment examining learning properties in socially isolated mutant and 
wild-type animals, many of the single and double mutant mice died before the start of the 
experiment. Therefore, group numbers for both single and double mutants were lower than 
planned, and statistical analysis of learning properties failed to reveal any group differences. 
Keeping in mind the under-powered nature of the social-isolation experiment, there is an obvious 
trend toward rapid learning in double mutants (Fig. 3.4). Additionally, notice that socially 
isolated single mutants do not show learning deficits compared to wild-type mice as they do in 
the absence of isolation stress.  
In light of the different levels of learning observed among the genotypes in group-housed 
mice, a more informative analysis of the effect of stress on learning was to compare the effect of 
stress within each genotype to understand how stress interacts with mutant PS1. Social isolation 
stress induces significant enhancement of learning uniquely in single and double mutant animals 
(Kruskal-Wallis tests, p=0.022 and p=0.0050, respectively) while social-isolation does not 
induce enhanced learning in aged wild-type animals (p=0.68). Although social isolation is a 
potent stressor in young wild-type mice, the four-months of social isolation stress implemented 
in this study may be mild for wild-type aged-mice, who seems to be less sensitive to the effects 




   
 




Figure 3.6: Stress preferentially enhances learning in mutant mice.  
Overall learning measured as total %CR for group-housed and socially isolated wild-type 
(black), single (green) and double mutant (yellow) mice. Four-months of social isolation did not 
significantly affect learning in wild-type mice (avg. total %CR: group-housed=19%; social 
isolation=23%, p=0.68). However, social isolation induced enhanced learning single-mutants 
(avg. total %CR: group-housed=9%; social isolation=21%, p=0.022) and in double mutants (avg. 
total %CR: group-housed=13%; social isolation=48%, p=0.0050). Plotted values are mean with 





This study is the first to examine the interaction of mutant PS1 copy number with chronic 
stress in an associative learning task. The data indicate the existence of two dissociable 
behavioral phenotypes associated with PS1 mutations. The first relates to learning deficits, as 
seen in the single mutant, non-stressed mice. The second phenotype is related to enhanced 
associative learning and is associated with the interaction between stress and PS1 mutations.  
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Single-copy inheritance is how the gene is passed on in the human population. Interestingly, 
this is the only mode of inheritance (among 3xTg, PS1/WT, PS1/PS1) that resulted in learning 
deficits in a forebrain-dependent task. Importantly, the learning deficits observed in this group 
are most consistent with memory deficits in the human population. Although more research is 
needed to understand the behavioral and biochemical consequences of expressing multiple 
mutations, these results indicate that a qualitatively different outcome can result in aged AD 
model animals, dependent on mutant copy number. 
The enhanced associative learning phenotype was observed to be a function of mutant copy 
number and stress. In un-stressed mice, a second copy of mutant PS1 rescues the learning 
deficits from having only one mutant copy. In stressed mice, learning is rescued in single 
mutants as compared to their unstressed counterparts. Finally, double mutants exhibited the most 
dramatic enhancement of learning after social isolation stress. 
Interaction of stress and AD-causing mutations in mouse models 
Although biochemical data is needed to identify an underlying mechanism of the present 
findings, one explanation for this behavioral dissociation is driven by the stress response and 
over-production of amyloid-β peptide (Fig. 3.6). Several studies have reported a stress-gene 
interaction in mutant APP and mutant APP/PS1 mice that results in increased amyloid-B 
production (Dong et al., 2008; Justice et al., 2015; Stuart et al., 2017). In one particularly 
comprehensive study (Justice et al., 2015), a mutant APP knock-in line demonstrated this stress-
gene interaction.  
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In addition to demonstrating increased amyloid-β and anxiety behaviors after stress in APP 
mutants, the researchers were able to make a connection to a possible mechanism. Amyloid-β 
peptide can directly activate corticotropin-releasing factor type-1 receptor, and genetic deletion 
of the receptor can prevent the stress-gene interaction.  
In contrast to mutant APP based models, there is a lack of research into the interaction of 
environmental stress with PS1 mutations. One study conducted in a mutant PS1 transgenic 
(overexpressing) line found stress-gene interaction in hippocampal neurogenesis. Unstressed 
transgenic mice overexpressing mutant PS1 were found to have lower numbers of newborn cells 
in the dentate gyrus as compared to unstressed controls. However, after a chronic intermittent 
restraint stress protocol, mutant PS1 mice showed higher levels of doublecortin as compared to 
non-stressed mutant PS1 mice (Kunimoto et al., 2010).  
Stress as a risk factor for AD in the human population 
The relationship between stress and AD in humans is well-documented. Incidence of PTSD 
in a large cohort of veterans was found to increase the incidence of AD two-fold (Yaffee et al., 
2010). Additionally, self-reported general anxiety appears to be associated with an increased 
incidence of AD (Petkus et al., 2016). In addition to psychological stress, physical stress in the 
form of traumatic brain injury increases the incidence of AD. Both traumatic brain injury and 
PTSD have been shown to increase amyloid-β using PET scans in humans (Johnson et al., 2012; 
Mohamed et al., 2018). 
However, it is important to note that neither physical nor psychological stress causes AD 
with 100% penetrance, as is the case with inherited mutations in APP or the Presenilin-1. Most 
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people with stress disorders will likely not go on to develop AD, and those experiencing 
traumatic brain injuries are also not guaranteed diagnosis. Biochemically, this is mirrored by 
amyloid-β load: not all people with high levels of amyloid-β develop AD, and not all people who 












   
 





Figure 3.7. Interpretation of PS1 behavior and proposed model to be tested 
Results from stressed- and un-stressed PS1 behavior experiments, as well as literature review of 
other behaviors in AD models, support a two-mechanism model of mutant PS1 (mPS1) 
dysfunction. The first mechanism (the one that is likely to be directly responsible for cognitive 
decline), involves PS1 contribution to synaptic functioning and is not linked to amyloid-β 
production. This pathway may be the cause of the learning deficit observed in aged single 
mutants and is consistent with cognitive decline associated with familial AD disease inheritance 
in the human population, which occurs as single-copy inheritance. The second mechanism relates 
to the overproduction of amyloid-β peptide, a common feature of mouse models of AD and a 
metabolite that is linked to the brain’s stress response. Since PS1 double mutants and 3xTg 
animals produce more amyloid-β peptide, this may explain why their behavioral phenotype is 
dominated by stress sensitivity, measured in this study as rapid eyelid conditioning. This 
mechanism could also explain why psychological stress (in these experiments, social isolation) 
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Chapter 4: Distinct effects of acute and chronic stress on eyelid conditioning 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Severe acute or chronic trauma can result in pathological remodeling of neural circuits 
that profoundly affects memory and cognitive function, the proposed biological substrate of 
stress disorders such as generalized anxiety disorder and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).  
Two rodent models of PTSD are based on either acute trauma (Rajbhandari et al., 2018) or social 
isolation (Pibiri et al, 2008). Both models reproduce key features of PTSD, including enhanced 
associative learning. These features are accompanied by alterations in neural circuits important 
for cue processing and emotionality, such as the PFC, hippocampus and amygdala.  
However, there are important differences in these two forms of stress that suggest 
different pathophysiological effects on the brain. For example, these two forms act on very 
different timescales. Traumatic stress, such as that experienced as a result of car accident or by 
an act of violence, acts on a relatively short timescale, sometimes exerting long-lasting changes 
in neural circuitry after just one exposure. On the other hand, social isolation and other chronic 
stressors can take weeks or months to cause lasting changes in the brain.  
In this chapter, I employed eyelid conditioning as a behavioral assay to compare learning 
in two forms of PTSD: chronic social isolation and acute electric shock. Both forms of stress 
resulted in higher overall rates of CRs than in unstressed littermate controls. This result was 
similar in both males and females and is consistent with other reports of enhanced eyelid 
conditioning after stress. Interestingly, response timing analysis revealed a shortened latency to 
response onset uniquely in shock-stressed mice, but not in isolation-stressed mice. This 
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discrepancy between shock-stress and isolation stress may reflect distinct mechanisms by which 
shock and isolation affect the brain. Alternatively, it may reflect the longer timescale of isolation 
stress. That is, the lack of shortened response latency in isolation mice may be due to the 
prolonged nature of the stress exposure, allowing time for compensatory mechanisms to act and 
correct response timing.  
Next, I used direct electrical stimulation of the mossy fiber bundle to test the hypothesis 
that enhanced learning after social isolation stress is specifically due to stronger inputs arriving 
to the cerebellum by the mossy fiber pathway. By using a mossy fiber stimulation as a CS, I was 
effectively able to control CS-related inputs to the cerebellum. Indeed, stress-induced learning 
differences disappeared when intensity-controlled mossy fiber stimulation was used as CS, 
revealing that differences in mossy fiber inputs to the cerebellum can fully account for learning 
differences in stressed animals. Interestingly, response timing analysis of animals trained with 
mossy fiber stimulation revealed a combination of longer latency responses and smaller 
magnitude responses. This finding suggests that the cerebellum may adapt to the stress-induced 
long-term changes in input strength by reducing learned output and may help explain why short-
term acute stress drives shorter latency responses while chronic stress does not. 
4.2 EFFECTS OF SOCIAL ISOLATION STRESS ON EYELID CONDITIONING 
Methods 
Male (n=16) and female (n=12) 129S1/SvImJ (129S) mice were used. To induce social isolation 
stress, 14 mice were removed from standard group housing at ~3 months of age. Mice remained 
either with cage-mates (control; n=14, 6 female) or in social isolation (stress; n=14, 6 female) for 
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8 weeks prior to the start of conditioning. Control mice were provided with environmental 
enrichment (housing hut and bedding square) and isolated mice were housed without 
environmental enrichment. Isolated and group-housed controls from the same litters and were 
previously cage-mates prior to isolation.  
Mouse surgery and general conditioning procedures were performed as described in 
Chapter 1. After 7 weeks of social isolation, mice underwent surgery to install a head bar for 
head-fixed eyelid conditioning. Following 3-5 days of recovery, mice were trained in 12 sessions 
(days) of weak-CS delay 400 ms ISI eyelid conditioning. 
Results 
Socially isolated animals learned faster and exhibited higher CR rates at plateau (Fig. 4.1) 
than group-housed controls. To assess how social isolation affects this form of associative 
learning in mice, I examined measures of learning rate and plateau performance. Learning rate 
was defined by the number of trials each animal needed to reach a CR rate of 25% in a sliding 
window of 60 trials (Fig 4.1C), and plateau performance was defined as the percentage of CRs 
during the final two sessions (4.1D) for all animals reaching behavioral criterion. Both groups 
had similar proportions of non-learners that failed to reach behavioral criterion (2/14 for controls, 
0/14 for social isolation). Analysis of conditioned response properties showed no differences 






   
 




Figure 4.1: Social Isolation dramatically increases learning rate and performance 
A. Stimulus configuration for delay 400 ms ISI conditioning. B. Learning curve over 14 days of 
paired training for shock (blue) and group-housed control (black) mice. Thin lines represent 
individual animal data, while thick lines represent group medians surrounded by shaded 
interquartile range of each group. Data for all animals is plotted in A, with number of subjects 
per group indicated. The adjacent number gives the number of “learners” per group, classified by 
achieving 25% CR over all training in a sliding window of 60 trials. C. Isolated mice reached 
learning criterion much faster than controls (avg trials to 25%CR, ctrl=684; isolation=545; 
Kruskal-Wallis test, stratified by sex, p=0.0082). D. Isolated animals also reached higher levels 
of CRs during the final two training sessions (avg %CR on final 2 sessions, ctrl=30%; 
isolation=51; Kruskal-Wallis test stratified by sex, p=.0027). Note that non-learners are excluded 
from C and D.  
   
 




Figure 4.2: Motor response properties unchanged in in socially isolated animals. 
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Figure 4.2: Motor response properties unchanged in in socially isolated animals. 
Socially isolated mice display conditioned response properties similar to littermates housed with 
mates. Single animal response medians are overlaid for paired (A) and probe (C) trials from the 
first 51-100 CRs made per animal. B and D depict the group-median and 95% confidence 
intervals of the single animal summaries in A and C. E-F. Kruskal Wallis tests, stratified by sex, 
were performed on median CR Onset (p = 0.46) and CR magnitude (p = 0.60). G. Two-
dimensional clustering further supports similar response properties. Bright blue bar represents 
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4.3 EFFECTS OF ACUTE TRAUMATIC SHOCK STRESS ON EYELID CONDITIONING 
Methods 
129/B6 hybrid mice of both sexes were used (n = 29; 15 females, 14 males). Mice aged 
12-14 weeks at time of surgery and were counterbalanced across groups with respect to sex. 
Approximately one week following surgery, mice underwent shock stress, based on a stress-
enhanced fear learning (SEFL) protocol developed in the laboratory of Michael Fanslow 
(Rajbhandari et al., 2018). This protocol was developed as a model of post-traumatic stress 
disorder to confer the enduring changes in learning and memory brought on by traumatic stress. 
Stress-induction was followed by 12 days of weak-CS delay 400 ms ISI eyelid conditioning, 
administered as described in Chapter 1. All behavior sessions described below took place on 
consecutive days across a 35-day experiment. 
Following three days of mouse handling and familiarization with the experimenter, mice 
were placed into standard fear-conditioning chambers. Shock conditioning took place in a 
30.5x24x21 cm chamber (Med Associates) with three aluminum walls, a clear Plexiglas door, 
and ceiling and stainless-steel grid flooring (Med-Associates VFC-005A; Context A). 
Conditioning chambers were contained within larger sound-attenuating chambers that were 
equipped with an overhead white light kept on throughout the sessions. The apparatus was 
cleaned between each animal with Clorox cleaning wipes and scented with 1% acetic acid 
solution in the waste tray below wire-grid the floor. The similar context (Context B) consisted of 
the same chamber with a staggered grid flooring (Med-Associates VFC-005A-S) cleaned with 
ethanol.  
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During the shock session, half of the mice (controls) freely explored the conditioning 
chamber for an hour. The other half (shock stress) received 10, 1 mA, 1 s un-signaled shocks that 
were randomly delivered (6 min  PS1/WT 2 min ISI, uniform distribution) during the same one-
hour session, both in Context A. Mice were transported to and from the home cage to the 
conditioning chamber in small white rectangle boxes.  
On the day following shock, all animals underwent 3 days of rig acclimation and 2 days 
of rest, followed by 12 days of standard delay 400 ms ISI eyelid conditioning (75 trials per day; 
60 paired, 15 probe) beginning on day 6 after shock session. After paired training, animals were 
presented with 2 days of CS-only extinction training (75 trials each day). On the day following 
the extinction sessions, mice were returned to the shock conditioning chambers, transported to 
and from the chambers in large gray boxes. All mice (control and shock stress) received a single 
shock in Context B. The purpose of this single shock session was to verify that the SEFL 
procedure was effective; mice that received the initial shock session before eyelid conditioning 
should have displayed high levels of conditioned fear (measured as freezing) upon re-exposure to 
Context B, indicating that the single shock was sufficient to trigger associative fear learning in 
the SEFL mice in Context B. Control mice did not freeze at all after a single shock in Context B, 
since a single shock is not sufficient to induce fear conditioning in normal, unstressed mice.  
Immediately following a 5-minute context B test, during one continuous session, the 
shock trauma group received a second, one-hour shock session consisting of 10 more un-signaled 
shocks, as described above. Control mice were again allowed to freely explore the shock 
chamber during this same time. The following day, mice were returned to the eyelid conditioning 
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chambers where they underwent 8 more sessions of eyelid conditioning followed by two CS-
only extinction sessions. 
Results 
One shock session 
The differences in neurophysiology between chronic stress, such as social isolation, and 
acute traumatic stress, such as shock trauma, are not well-understood. Both forms of stress are 
known to produce general anxiety phenotypes in rodents, as well as aggression and elevated 
corticosterone levels. However, detailed behavioral comparison between these two forms of 
stress is limited. In this experiment, acute trauma shock 8 days or 1 day before behavioral testing 
was performed and contrasted with the previously described behavioral phenotype resulting from 
social isolation. 
I first tested the effect of one session of acute electric shock stress on eyelid conditioning. 
Group median learning curve for each group showed that acute shock stress 8 days prior to 
training had a mild but significant effect on learning. Learning rate and performance during the 
final two behavior sessions were assessed.  In contrast to social isolation, acute shock stress did 
not change how many trials required to learn the task (Fig. 4.3C; trials to 25%CR avg ctrl=551; 
shock=541; Kruskal-Wallis 3-group test stratified by sex, p=0.91). Indeed, they produced a 
higher rate of CRs late in training (Fig. 4.3D; %CR during final 2 behavior sessions avg 
ctrl=63%; shock=84%; Kruskal-Wallis 3-group test stratified by sex, p=0.018).  
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Analysis of conditioned response properties revealed a trending difference in response 
timing of ~30 ms, measured as shortened latency to response onset (Fig. 4.4E; CR Onset (ms) 
avg. ctrl=220; shock=189; Kruskal-Wallis 3-group test stratified by sex, p=0.91).  
  
 
   
 





Figure 4.3: A single episode of shock stress enhances eyelid conditioning 8 days later. 
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Figure 4.3: A single episode of shock stress enhances eyelid conditioning 8 days later. 
A. Timeline of shock stress and eyelid conditioning. Green arrow represents phase analyzed in 
this figure. B. Stimulus configuration for weak-CS delay 400 ISI conditioning. C. Learning 
curve over 12 days of paired training for shock (red) and littermate control (black) mice. Thin 
lines represent individual animal data, while thick lines represent group medians surrounded by 
shaded interquartile range of each group. Data for all animals is plotted in B, with number of 
subjects per group indicated. The adjacent number gives the number of “learners” per group, 
classified by achieving 25% CR over all training in a sliding window of 60 trials. D. Shock stress 
and control mice took a similar number of trails to reach learning criterion (Kruskal-Wallis test, 
stratified by sex, p=0.64). E. Shock stressed animals reached higher levels of CRs during the 
final two training sessions (avg %CR on final 2 sessions, ctrl=63%; isolation=84%; Kruskal-
Wallis test, stratified by sex, p=0.019). Note that non-learners are excluded from D and E.  
 
 
   
 




Figure 4.4: Conditioned response properties after a single session of shock stress. 
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Figure 4.4: Conditioned response properties after a single session of shock stress. 
A single session of shock stress resulted in a trending decrease in latency to response onset. 
Single animal response medians are overlaid for paired (A) and probe (C) trials from the first 51-
100 CRs made per animal. B and D depict the group-median and 95% confidence interval of the 
single animal summaries in A and C. E-F. Kruskal Wallis tests were performed on median CR 
Onset (p=0.14) and CR magnitude (p=0.73). G. Two-dimensional clustering visually supports 
the trending separation of response properties in stressed mice. Bright blue bar represents the 
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Two shock sessions 
 
Immediately following two extinction sessions, previously shocked mice underwent a 
second round of shock trauma and again were subjected to 8 days of eyelid conditioning 
beginning 24 hours after the trauma. Group median learning curve, for each group showed that a 
second round of shock produced a similar effect on learning rate and plateau performance as 
only one session (Fig. 4.5C-D). That is, stressed and control mice reached behavioral criterion 
with a similar number of trials (Fig. 4.5C; trials to 25%CR avg ctrl=280; shock=236; Kruskal-
Wallis 3-group test stratified by sex, p=0.45), but they produced a higher rate of CRs late in 
training (Fig. 4.5D; %CR final 2 sessions, avg ctrl=59%; shock=75%; Kruskal-Wallis 3-group 
test stratified by sex, p=0.011).  
Analysis of conditioned response properties revealed that stressed mice produced CRs 
with a ~50 ms shorter onset latency (Fig. 4.6E; CR onset (ms), avg ctrl=227; shock=186; 
Kruskal-Wallis 3-group test stratified by sex, p=0.0084). This finding contrasts with the null 
effect of social isolation stress on response properties (Fig. 4.1). The strength of mossy fiber 
drive on cerebellar granule cells can shorten their response latency, shortening the latency to 
behavioral CR. Thus, a shorter response latency finding may indicate a stronger drive arriving to 







   
 




Figure 4.5: A second shock session enhances learning similarly to a single shock session 
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Figure 4.5: A second shock session enhances learning similarly to a single shock session 
A. Timeline of shock stress and eyelid conditioning. Green arrow represents phase analyzed in 
this figure. B. Stimulus configuration for weak-CS delay 400 ISI conditioning. C. Learning 
curve over 8 days of paired training for shock (red) and littermate control (black) mice. Thin 
lines represent individual animal data, while thick lines represent group medians surrounded by 
shaded interquartile range of each group. Data for all animals is plotted in C, with number of 
subjects per group indicated. The adjacent number gives the number of “learners” per group, 
classified by achieving 25% CR over all training in a sliding window of 60 trials. D. Shock stress 
and control mice took similar number of trails to reach learning criterion (Kruskal-Wallis test 
stratified by sex, p=0.45). E. Shock stressed animals reached higher levels of CRs during the 
final two training sessions (avg %CR on final 2 sessions, ctrl=59%; isolation=75%; Kruskal-
Wallis test, stratified by sex, p=0.011). Note that non-learners are excluded from D and E.  
 
 
   
 




Figure 4.6: Acute shock stress induces short-latency CRs 
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Figure 4.6: Acute shock stress induces short-latency CRs 
An additional session of shock stress resulted in ~50 ms decrease in response onset compared to 
non-stressed littermates. Single animal response medians are overlaid for paired (A) and probe 
(C) trials from the first 51-100 CRs made per animal. B and D depict the group-median and 95% 
confidence interval of the single animal summaries in A and C. E-F. Kruskal Wallis tests, 
stratified by sex, were performed on median CR Onset (p=0.0066) and CR magnitude (p=0.26). 
G. Two-dimensional clustering supports distinct response properties in stressed mice. Bright 
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4.4 CONTROLLED MOSSY FIBER STIMULATION EQUALIZES LEARNING RATES IN STRESSED MICE 
Methods 
Male (n=13) and female (n=8) 129/B6 hybrid mice were used. For social isolation, n=10 
mice (5 female) were removed from standard group housing at 6 weeks old, while n=11 (3 
female) control mice remained with cage-mates. Isolated mice remained in social isolation for 10 
weeks prior to the start of conditioning. Control mice were provided with environmental 
enrichment (housing hut and bedding square) and isolated mice were housed without 
environmental enrichment. Isolated and group-housed controls were from the same litters and 
were cage-mates prior to isolation.  
For all subjects, the peripheral light CS was replaced with electrical stimulation of mossy 
fibers as a CS (see chapter 1 for detailed surgical and training procedures for mossy fiber 
stimulation). Aside from replacing the CS with direct mossy fiber stimulation, all other training 
procedures remained the same as described in Chapter 1 in the section on peripheral cue training. 
Results 
 Assessment of learning rate and plateau performance revealed similar learning properties 
for socially isolated and group-housed mice when conditioned with direct mossy fiber 
stimulation (Fig. 4.7). This finding lies in sharp contrast to results described for socially isolated 
animals conditioned with a peripheral CS, where social isolation lead to dramatic increases in 
learning rate and plateau performance. When mossy fiber activation is controlled instead of 
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driven by CS-evoked signals processed in the forebrain, stress appears to have no effect on 
learning.  
 Finally, I examined the timing and magnitude of the conditioned responses, a measure of 
cerebellar-intrinsic computations (Fig. 4.8). Unexpectedly, stressed mice displayed responses 
that trended toward having both smaller magnitude and a longer latency to onset than control 
counterparts. Although neither individual measure quite reached statistical significance, two-
dimensional clustering of magnitude and onset timing revealed a distinction between two 
populations (Fig. 4.8I).  
 
 
   
 




Figure 4.7: Effects of social isolation on learning disappear with mossy fiber CS. 
A. Stimulus configuration for delay 400 ms ISI conditioning. B. Learning curve over 14 days of 
paired training for shock (blue) and group-housed control (black) mice. Thin lines represent 
individual animal data, while thick lines represent group medians surrounded by shaded 
interquartile range of each group. Data for all animals is plotted in B, with number of subjects 
per group indicated. No differences were detected in either C. learning rate (Kruskal-Wallis test 
stratified by sex, p=0.64) or D. Performance during the final two training sessions (Kruskal-
Wallis test, stratified by sex, p = 0.67). 
 
   
 




Figure 4.8: Effects of social isolation on CR properties with mossy fiber CS. 
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Figure 4.8: Effects of social isolation on CR properties with mossy fiber CS. 
Replacing peripheral training cue with mossy fiber stimulation revealed trending ~ 50 ms delay 
in response onset for socially isolated mice. Single animal response medians are overlaid for 
paired (A) and probe (C) trials from the first 51-100 CRs made per animal. B and D depict the 
group-median and 95% confidence interval of the single animal summaries in A and C. E-F. 
Kruskal-Wallis test, stratified by sex, were performed on median CR Onset (p = 0.072) and CR 
magnitude (p = 0.14). G. Two-dimensional clustering shows longer latency CR onsets and 
smaller magnitude responses that form weak clusters. Yellow bar represents the time and 











   
 




Central features of stress-disorders, including PTSD and anxiety disorders, include 
hypersensitivity to sensory stimuli and exaggerated fears and reactions, even in the absence of 
threat. Eyelid conditioning is an associative learning model that seems to capture this 
hypersensitivity phenotype and may serve as a useful tool to disentangle the mysteries 
underlying circuit changes that take place in these disorders. 
The effects of social isolation and acute electric shock were dissociable in two ways. 
First, social isolation dramatically decreased the number of trials required to reach behavioral 
criterion, a distinction not observed with acute shock stress. Second, shock stress altered the 
conditioned response timing properties, decreasing onset latency by ~50 ms as compared to non-
stressed littermates.  
One explanation for why these forms of stress exert distinct influence on response timing 
may be related to the slow timescale of social isolation stress.  If stronger mossy fiber drive 
enhanced learning in these models, as is suggested by both forms of stress, then the cerebellum 
would have time to adapt to the inputs in the case of social isolation, but not necessarily in the 
case of acute shock trauma. When controlled mossy fiber stimulation is used to train socially 
isolated animals, response latency is increased by ~50 ms, and magnitude is decreased compared 
to non-isolated controls. Although more work is needed to understand the nature of this result, 
one interpretation is that the cerebellum adapts to stress-induced stronger mossy fiber inputs by 
reducing gain of cerebellar output. Lack of sufficient time for adaptation may help explain why 
acute trauma shock decreases response latency by ~50 ms to a peripheral cue while social 
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isolation does not change response latency, since response latency was reduced in shocked 
animals trained 24 hrs after shock treatment and was reduced to a lesser extent when animals 
were trained 8 days after shock. 
Notably, a complete absence of enhanced learning in socially isolated mice with mossy 
fiber CS suggests that intrinsic cerebellar circuitry and climbing fiber input from the inferior 
olive is likely not responsible for stress-induced enhancement of conditioning. It remains to be 
seen if mossy fiber inputs can also account for shock-stress induced learning differences. This 
finding puts important constraints on the underlying mechanisms of stress-induced pathologies 
by demonstrating that strong mossy fiber inputs can account for enhanced learning in social 
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusions 
5.1 DISSOCIABLE PHENOTYPES IN TWO MODELS OF ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE 
Behavioral studies are critical to our understanding of the mechanisms underlying 
learning and memory. They provide information on the final output of the nervous system. 
Among a list of possible mechanistic explanations, behavioral experiments can narrow our focus 
onto which mechanisms are more likely. In chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation, I provided novel 
behavioral evidence for dissociable processes in AD model mice expressing mutant PS1. These 
two processes were dissociable by genetic (mutant copy number) and environmental factors 
(stress). However, behavioral analysis alone cannot establish mechanism when the central 
question involves complex physiological and biochemical processes as in Alzheimer’s Disease. 
Further work is warranted to understand how mutant PS1 interacts with stress to alter learning. 
Distinguishing between putative prefrontal and amygdala origins of 3xTg and PS1 
phenotypes is complicated due by the lack of basic research investigating these two putative 
mechanisms under normal circumstances in wild-type animals. Future research should address 
this problem. One experiment would entail within-animal amygdala and PFC neuronal silencing 
during conditioning in AD and wild-type mice. Since the prefrontal and amygdala regions 
important for learning and expression of trace eyelid conditioning are well-described and can be 
targeted with viral vectors (Siegel et al., 2017), projection-specific targeting may be possible. 
The end result would be a within-animal comparison PFC and amygdala contribution to eyelid 
conditioning in wild-type and AD mice. 
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5.2 EFFECTS OF STRESS ON EYELID CONDITIONING 
Stress-sensitivity is a known feature of AD models. This feature seems to manifest in the 
3xTg and PS1 models as enhanced eyelid conditioning. Because specific mechanisms leading to 
enhanced eyelid conditioning are poorly characterized, I endeavored to uncover the effects of 
two different forms of stress on eyelid conditioning in wild-type animals.  
Both social isolation stress and shock stress enhance eyelid conditioning, but they do so 
in distinct ways. Social isolation stress increases both the rate of learning and performance after 
learning. Alternatively, shock stress increases performance, though it does not significantly 
affect learning rate. Indeed, while shock stress decreases latency to response onset, social 
isolation stress does not affect response timing properties. I hypothesize that this discrepancy in 
response timing and learning rate between the two forms of stress may be related to long-term 
adaptation of the cerebellum to larger CS-related cerebellar inputs resulting from stress. Further 
support for the cerebellar adaptation hypothesis is referenced by experiments from chapter 4 
involving mossy fiber stimulation as the CS. When socially-isolated and group-housed control 
animals were trained with mossy fiber as the CS, the response timing of stressed animals showed 
signs of increased latency to response onset and slightly smaller magnitude response. This is 
what would be expected if the cerebellum were adapting to higher intensity CS inputs resulting 
from stress. 
Ventricular infusions of the stress peptide CRF in rats have demonstrated that repeated 
exposure to CRF peptide (mimicking prolonged stress) can enhance eyelid conditioning 
(Servatius et al., 2005). Raising the possibility that the observed stress-induced changes AD 
models may be due, at least in part, to CRF signaling. Eyelid conditioning is well-suited to study 
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circuit mechanisms of CRF signaling in health and disease for three main reasons. First, since 
much of the circuitry involved in learning the task has been described, it is a relatively tractable 
circuit (Boele et al., 2009). Second, most of the brain’s CRF and CRF-R1 expression is found in 
the cerebellum or its associated structures, such as the basilar pontine nucleus, inferior olive, and 
various brainstem structures contributing to the mossy fibers (Dabrowska et al., 2016, Bishop 
1998), indicating this task is likely to be sensitive to CRF/ CRF1R perturbations. 
5.3 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRESS AND ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE 
AD is more common in people with a history of anxiety (Petkus, et al., 2016; Pietrzak et 
al., 2015), depression (Ringman, et al., 2004) and PTSD (Yaffe, et al., 2010). However, the 
relationship between stress and AD is complicated and likely involves cross-talk between 
processes governing the development of AD and processes governing the stress response. One 
point of cross-over between the stress response and AD processes may involve signaling of the 
CRF peptide through the CRF-R1 receptor. The dissociable stress-related AD phenotype 
revealed by eyelid conditioning in this dissertation, as well as the suitability of this behavioral 
paradigm for studying CRF signaling mechanisms, offers opportunity for future studies with the 
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